
BHARAT NATYAM ESSAY

Bharatanatyam is an Indian classical dance that originated in the Hindu temples of Tamil Nadu and neighbouring areas.
Bharatanatyam, a pre-eminent Indian classical dance form presumably the oldest classical dance heritage of India is
regarded as mother of many other Indian.

The exposition same word is used in music and literature sets the scene The steps of the dance are based upon
the dancers balanced distribution of body weight and firm positions of the lower limbs, allowing the hands to
cut into a line, to flow around the body, or to take positions that enhance the basic form. We see a most
wonderful completeness and symmetry in this art". The dancer calls for blessings on the people all around.
Bharatnatyam has basically two aspects â€” the Lasya and the Tandava. It also serves as a preliminary warm
up dance, without melody, to enable to dancer to loosen her body, journey away from distractions and towards
single-minded focus. Nritya: Combination of Rhythm with Expression. It consists of a fitted, brilliantly
colored Sari which is mainly of warm colors with mirrors on them, made of a special pleated cloth stitched
that falls in front and opens like a hand fan when she flexes her knees or performs footwork. In India, the
religion of Hinduism in particular, provides two sources of support in regards to the social structure of the era
If we closely watch the movements of Bharatnatyam, it resembles the movements of dancing flame. The dance
integrats elements of music, theater, poetry, sculpture, and literature, this multi-dimensional art has come
down through the centuries, as part of a dynamic, vital, living tradition, that offers infinite scope for
understanding and exploring the body, mind and spirit Bharatanatyam is a classical dance style of South India
that combines artistic expression with a sense of spirituality. A perfect dancer knows how to dance and
coordinate the sounds of the bells too. The music of Bharatanatyam is based on Carnatic classical music. An
important thing all Bharatnatyam dancers wear is anklets. For example, the Cave 1 of Badami cave temples ,
dated to 7th-century, [30] portrays the Tandava -dancing Shiva as Nataraja. Bharata Natyam is traditionally a
team performance art that consists of a female solo dancer , accompanied by musicians and one or more
singers. Secondary Constance Valis. Hence, the problem of elite regulation, in its bare form, is that while a
subset of authoritative figures is essential for society to function, it is their very authority that can harm the
society that they govern, and thus they need to be delimited in ways that have positive, r The anklet is made of
rope or leather with lot of bells on it. Bharatanatyam, which originates from the state of Tamil Nadu in South
India, is one of the most popular dance styles in India. Varnam offer huge scope for improvisation and an
experienced dancer can stretch the Varnam to a desirable length. Indeed, the broad range of facial expressions
are truly unique to Indian danceâ€”no other dance style in the world deals with as many subtle states of
emotion as Indian dance does. It was one thing that made me love being Indian. One of which was Shivani
Barrot, a second-year, who had been doing a classical Indian dance called Bharata Natyam since the age of
three. Therewith the performance ends. The footwork, body language, postures, musical notes, the tones of the
vocalist, aesthetics and costumes integrate to express and communicate the underlying text. Classical music
concerts take place in every cultural center, and they take many forms, from a solo to large symphonic
orchestras, from a sonata to an opera. Bharatanatyam is usually performed with the knees of the dancers bent.
The performance thereafter evolves into the Varnam stage. The highly cultivated art of Bharatanatyam has
been handed down over the centuries by teachers called nattuvanars and ritualistic dancers called devadasis, in
the temples of south India. The dancer performs complicated moves, such as expressing a verse at two speeds.
Though the series of changes from the Baroque concerto grosso to the Classical concerto were gradual and
cannot be attributed to a single composer, the Piano Concerto No.


